Nature-based solutions for climate change:
OPERANDUM project
Professor Silvana Di Sabatino, tells us about the H2020 funded OPERANDUM project
as a nature-based solution for climate change adaptation
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Example of successful
implementation of an NBS:
Deep-rooted vegetation on
a riverbank in the OAL-Italy

An insightful example of a successful
NBS, in OAL-Italy, is a dense vegetation

Figure 1: Schematic of the workflow of the OAL with input data on the left side
and final products on the right side.

cover using a mixture of twelve deep
rooting perennial herbaceous species
on an earth embankment of the
Parano River, Italy. The site is in a
populated area with industrial and
agricultural activities and is threatened
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by a high risk of flooding associated
with soil erosion on the riverbank. The
NBS was co-designed with local stakeholders to prevent riverbank failure
induced by erosive processes and soil
instability (see figure 2) and therefore
mitigate flood risk. Laboratory exper-
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iments in a recirculating, tilting
hydraulic flume demonstrated the

efficacy of the plants to hamper the

NBS implementation site on the Panaro riverbank

Erosion due to rainfall
and river ﬂow velocity

Lower instability triggered
by rapid drawdown

erosive process. The NBS was then
implemented in the site where soil
conditions are continuously monitored
by a series of sensors that measure
soil water content, matric suction and
pore water pressure. Hydrological and
hydraulic modelling have quantified
the efficacy of the NBS to mitigate
flood risk in present and future climate.

Figure 2: Left: Photo of the experimental site at the OAL-Italy, Panaro river site, and preexisting grey solution. Erosion (center) and local instabilities (right) occurrences after rainfalls
and rapid drawdown phenomenon. (Photos: C.G. Gragnano, May 2019, November-December 2020).
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GeoIKP - A user-driven
platform to share and find
information on NBS
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Figure 3: An overview of GeoIKP user categories (top) and main functionalities (bottom).
The lower part of the image represents the platform homepage customized for one of the six
user profiles (scientists and knowledge organizations) as it will appear in the official release of
GeoIKP in January 2022.
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[1] https://kajo.atlassian.net/wiki/spaces/OPE/pages/147554
3042/GeoIKP+user+guide
[2] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XNKALUIEjes&t=104s
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